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The pattern of current layers formed within a
magnetic island in the nonlinear phase of magnetic field line
reconnection in a collisionless two-dimensional fluid
plasma is subject to the onset of a secondary instability, the
effect of which increases with decreasing electron

temperature.

In the cold electron limit the saturation of the island
growth is accompanied by a turbulent redistrib,ution of the
current density layers and by the deve,lo;p,m,ent of long
lived fluid vortices while, in the op:posime I!i!miit, th;e cu:rrent

layer structure remains regular.
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E + i1 x B/c = 0,

which leads to

, /

with E(i, t), B(i, t) the plasma electric and magnetic field and
il(i, t) the fluid plasma velocity, two plasma elements, separated

-..
by the vector <5f (i, t) that are initially connected by a magnetic
field line

t=O

at

remain connected by a field line at any subseq~_nt time, since

c5l x B is transported with the plasma (i.e., its Lie derivative

vanishes)

Magnetic reconnection partially removes these constrains by al-
lowing the field lines to decouple locally (i.e., around critical

points) from the plasma motion and to reknit in a different net
of connections.

In collisionless magnetic field line reconnection the decoupling

between the magnetic field and the plasma motion occurs be-

cause of finite electron inertia (in the fluid limit) or thermal

effects (in the kinetic plasma description).
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However, in the absence of dissipation, the plasma response both

in the fluid and in the kinetic electron treatment admits gener-

alized connections that are preserved during the process of mag-

netic reconnection and that in a two-dimensional configuration

take the simple form of Lagrangian invariants.

An Example: cold electrons

In a collisionless cold plasma model the effect of electron inertia

and of the Hall term in Ohm's law
-+

-+ U -+

E+-xB
r

--
Jx B, (4)

nec

can be accounted for by introducing the vector fields

Be :=B (meC/ e)\7 x Ue (5)

(subscripts e denote electron quantities and ue is the electron
fluid velocity) and

...
Ee

+ 

meOtUe/e
~

V'Pe -OtAe/( (6)
--

where the generalized vector potential Ae is proportional to the

fluid electron canonical momentum and Ipe to the total electron

energy and reduce to vector potential A and to the electrostatic

potential Ip in the limit of massless electrons.

The vector fields Be(i, t) and Ee(i, t) satisfy the homoge-

neous Mawxell's equations.
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----u --Ee + ~ x Be
c 0,

Similarly, all the ideal MHD theorems (magnetic flux conser-

vation, magnetic helicity conservation, linking number etc,) are
recovered by substituting Be for Band ue for u.

Thermal effects change this picture, since in this case the
c-, "

canonical momentum of the single particles (electrons) does not

coincide with the fluid canonical momentum, but may be ac-

counted for in a similar way.

The concept of magnetic connections simplifies in the case of

two-dimensional (2-D) configurations where all quantities de-
pend on x, y and on time t only.

The magnetic configurations of interest here are characterized

by a strong, externally imposed, Bz field which is taken to be

fixed and does not play the role of a dynamical variable and by

an inhomogeneous shear field in the x-y plane associated with a

current density J(x, y, t) along the z-axis. description.
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In such a 2-D configuration, the magnetic and the electric

fie~d can be expcessed as

-+
B Boez + VtjJ(x, y, t) x ez

where the flux function 1jJ(x, y, t) is the z-component of the vec-
tor potential of the shear magnetic field and <p is the electrostatic

potential
Then, the conserved connections between plasma elements mov-
ing in the x-y plane take the form of Lagrangian invariants i.e.,
can be expressed in term of scal,ar quantities that are advected

by the plasma motion and are constant along cha~~teristics.

In the ideal MHD limit this Lagrangian invariant corresponds

to the z compOinent Az of the magnetic vector potential i.e. to

the fil1X funct~OIn?jJ. Plasm;(il, el.emoents that lie initially on an
?jJ = canst curve in tfu,e x-y pilian.e and that move along the

characterist~cs of thoe stream f1.\lFlct~on <p remain at all times on
the sam.e 'ljJ = canst cl1'rve, i.e., ?jJ-connections are preserved.

If the effect of electron inertia is included (in a cold electron

fluid), the Lagrangian invariant corresponds to the z component
...Az -(mecfe)ue,z of the " vector potential" of the field Be, which

is proportional to the z component of the electron canonical fluid

momentum.
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In most cases of interest for magnetic reconnect ion in a con-

figuration with a strong Bz field, th~ d~nsity p.erturbations can
be taken to be small. Then, the term proportional to the z com-

ponent ue,z of th.e electron velocity can be rewritten in terms of
the z coomp,onent of the electron current density J (we disregard

the ion motion along field lines).

Within this approximation, denoting as customary Az -( mecj e) ue

by F, we have

F(x, y, t) (11)

V2'l/JJ=
the z component of the current density and

de C/ (;)pe

the collisionless electron skin depth.

From the parallel component of Ohm's equation (4) we see
that the Lagrangian invariant F is advected by the stream func-

tion 'P of the electron motion in the x-y plane which is propor-

tional to the electrostatic potential according to

8F

at
+ [<p,F: 0 (12)

[I,g] ez .\1 f x \1 g

(13)
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Warm fillJIid model for Nl!lite-mass e~ectrol!ls

When the effects of electron temperature are includ,ed, eLectron

parallel compressibility leads to a modification of th~ conserved
connections and introduces a new microscopic scale-length

the so called ion-sound gyro-radius. In terms of waves, this

corresponds to considering (dispersive) Kinetic Alfven waves.

The ratio beteen the two microscopic scales Ps and de depends

on the electron plasma ,B

p;/d~ = 87r(mi/me)nTe/ B2.

When this contribution is included, an anisotrqpic electron
pressure tensor (the so called gyroviscosity tensor) appears in
Ohm's law. {The effect of this term is to cancel a drift term
in the electron inertia contribution as drift motions do not con-
tribute to the inertia. terms } Then Eq.(12) becomes

OtF + [cp, F]

and modifies the structure of the conserved connections

;he 

stream fUllC-Independently of the electron temperature,

tion cP obeys the equation

autjt + [cp, U] = [J, tjJ],

where U = \729 is proportional to the plasma fluid vorticity.
This equation arises from the electron continuity equation and
quasi-neutrality, after expressing the (cold) ion perturbed den-
sity in terms of the divergence of the ion polarization drift.
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In this warm fluid finite-mass electron regime, two general-

ized connections are conserved which are expressed by the La-

grangian invariants G:f:(X, y, t) defined by

G::I: 1/

that are advected by the generalized stream functions

<p:f: Ps/det/; (17)<p.f:

The new advection equations are

+ ['P:f:, G:f:] = 0 (18)
aC:f:

at

Note the formal analogy with the standard l-D Vlasov-Poisson

problem for electrostatic Langmuir waves: the set of Eqs. (18)

has the form of two coupled ID Vlasov equations, with x and

y playing the role of the coordinate and of the conjugate mo-

mentum for the "distribution functions" G:I:: of two "particle"

species with opposite charges in the Poisson-type equation for

<p and equal charges in the Yukawa-type equation for 'tjJ

(G:f: G:i:)/2, 19)dePsV2<p

'It

The stream functions <P:i: play

Hamiltonians.

the role of the single particle



Dynamics: Energy functional

The dynamics of the plasma configuration is governed by the
conserved energy functional1l ( 'f/J, <p) 1

(20)

The first term f d2X I \7't/J 12 /2 represents the magnetic energy in

the shear field, f ~xl\7 <p12 /2 the plasma fluid kinetic motion,

f ~xd;J2 /2 the energy of the ordered electron kinetic energy

along field lines and f d2x{!;U2/2 the work done by the parallel
electron compression. This last term disappears in the limit of

a cold electron fluid ({!s -t 0) 2. -,

Note that the magnetic energy and the plasma fluid kinetic mo-

tion, contain first derivatives or 1/J and <P while the ordered elec-

tron kinetic energy and the work done by the parallel electron

compression contain second derivatives, i.e., one can expect that

the former two dominate at large scales and the latter two at

small spatial scales.
Note in addition that, in the absence of dissipative effects, there

are no characteristic dissipative scale lengths in Eqs. (18) that

can limit the nonlinear formation of small spatial scales.

ITkis energy fnnctional is related to the possibility of describing Eqs. (18) in the form
of HamiltoRian field equations with non-canonical variables and degenerate non-canonical
Poisson brackets. The kernel of these Poisson brackets is given by an infinite set of Casimirs
defined as Jd2xC:I:(G:I:) with C:I: arbitrary smooth functions.
P.J. Morrison, Phys. Fluids, 27, 886 (1984);
T.J., Schep, et aI., Phys. Plasmas, 1, 2843 (1994);
B.N., Kuvshinov, et aI., Phys. Letters A, 191,296 (1994).

2By redefining the energy functional 1l by adding the appropriate combination of
Casimirs, we can rewrite 1l in the form 1l(G:I:,SO:l:) = -Jd2x (G+SO+ + G-SO-)j2.
B.N., Kuvshinov, et al., J. Plasma Physics, 59, 727 (1998)
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In the cold electron limit ({!s -+ 0) the Lagrangian invariants G:i:
become degenerate and only F = (G++G_)f2 admits a Lagrangian

conservative equation advected by the fluid velocity ez x \lip, while
the rescaled difference term (G + -G -) f (2de{!s) == U obeys the

second of Eqs. (1) .

In 2-D configurations the advection of Lagrangian invariant quan-

tities is equivalent to the conservation of field line connections.

Plasma elements connected by magnetic field lines in the x-y plane
lay on 1/1 = canst curves.

If electron inertia is neglect~d, 'l/J is a Lagrangian invariant and

magnetic field lines do not break.

For de :rf 0 magnetic field lines can break and reconnect but the

structure of Eqs.(2) implies that in this Hamiltonian regime the de-

velopment of mag~etic reconn8ction is constrained by ,the conserva-
tion of the connections given by the field lines of G:J:: (or of F in the
degenerate (!s = 0 case).

Nonlinear Reconnection Regimes

Eqs.(1!fJwere integrated numerically in order to investigate the long

term nonlinear evolution of a fast growing (large de~ ') reconnect ion

instability produced by electron inertia in a sheared magnetic equi-

librium configuration with a null line:
'l/Jo = 'l/Jo(x) and 8'l/Jo(x)/8x = °lx=o.

Periodic conditions were taken along y and the configuration param-

eters were chosen such that only one mode can be linearly unstable,

as of interest for laboratory plasmas.
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The results shown here were obtained with a numerical code that

advances the cell averaged values of F and U in time using a finite

volume technique (i.e., calculating the cell fluxes).
A Fourier Transform method is then used to reconstruct the grid

points values of F and U at the cell corners.
Time is advanced using the explicit third order Adams- Bashforts

scheme.
Typical mesh sizes are Nx = 2048 and Ny = 512.

Random perturbations were imposed on the equilibrium configura-

tion

1/Jo(x)

2Ly 47r L, takingin a simulation box with Lx
de = 3/10L and

{!s/de in the range 0-1.5.

The accuracy of the integration has been verified by testing the effects
of numerical dissipation on the conservation of the energy and of the

Lagrangian invariants.

Formation of small spatial scales in the nonlinear phase

The Lagrangian invariants G:!: differ from the flux function 1/1 by

the term d;J ::i::del!sU which has small coefficients but involves higher

spatial derivatives.

As 

shown by

;he 

numerical results in

Cafaro, E., et at., Phys. Rev. Lett., 80, 4430 (1998)

magnetic reconnection proceeds unimpeded in the nonlinear phase
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Near the X point of the magnetic island increasingly small spatial

scales develop that effectively decouple 'l/J from G:f:o

In Hamiltonian regimes the formation of such scales does not stop at

some finite resistive scalelength.

This corresponds to the formation of increasingly narrow current and

vorticity layers.

Because of the conserved G:f: connections, the spatial localization
and structure of these layers depends on the value of l?s/ de.

is transformed into two forms of kinetic energy, one:

related to the plasma motion in the x-y plane and one

! 

d2xd;P

compreSSIon
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Being the system Hamiltonian, it is not a priori' clear whether a re-

connection instability can induce a transition between two stationary

plasma configurations with different magnetic energies, as is the case
for resistive plasma regimes where the excess energy is dissipated into

heat.

Taking es/de -, in Grasso, D., et al., Phys. Rev. ~

was shown that, in spite of energy conservation,

possible at a "macroscopic" level.

:., 

86, 5051 (2001) it,his 

transition is

Lettrv

A new coarse-grained stationary magnetic configuration can be

reached because, as the instabilliity deve~ops, the released magnetic

energy is removed at an increasingly fast rate from the large spatial

scales towards the small scales that act a perfect sink.

This leads to the saturation of the island growth

,he 

G:i:Similarly, the constraints imposed by the conservation of

connections cease to matter at a macroscopic level.

The advection of the two Lagrangian invariants G:f: is determined by

the stream functions <p:f:.

The winding, caused by this differential rotation type of advection,

makes G:J:: increasingly filamented inside the magnetic island, lead-

ing to a mixing process similar to that exemplified by the "backer

transformation" in statistical mechanics.

These filamentary structures of G:f: do not influence the spatial struc-

ture of 1/1 which remains regular.
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The analogy with the Bernstein-Greene-Kruskal (BGK) solutions of
the Vlasov equation obtained in

Lancellotti, C., et at., Phys. Rev. Lett., 81, 5137 (1998);
Manfredi, G., Phys. Rev. Lett., 79, 2815 (1997);
Brunetti, M., et at., Phys. Rev., E 62, 4109 (2000)

for the nonlinear Landau damping of Langmuir waves was discussed

in Grasso, D., et at., Phys. Rev. Lett., 86, 5051 (2001).

The evolution of G+ for {}s/de = 1.5 is shown together with the

contours of 1jJ, J and U. The contours of G- are obtained from
those of G + by mirror reflection.

The advection, and consequently the mixing, of the L~grangian
-,

invariants can be either laminar or turbulent depending on the value
of (!s/ de. The transition between these two regimes was shown in

Del Sarto, D., submitted to Phys. Rev. Lett., (2003)

Whether or not the K-H instability becomes active before the island

growth saturates, determines whether a ( macroscopically) stationary
reconnected configuration is .reached and affects the redistribution of
the magnetic energy.

In the cold electron limit, {!s/de = 0, the system (1) becomes de-

generate and the generalized connections are determined by a single

Lagrangian invariant F.
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Initially, F is advected along a hyperbolic pattern given by the stream

function <p which has a stagnation point at the a-point of the mag-

netic island.

This motion leads to the stretching of the contour lines of F to-

wards the stagnation point and to the formation of a bar-shaped

current layer along the equilibrium null line, which differs from the

cross shaped structure found in the initial phase of the reconnection

instability for {!s/ de # O.

Subsequently, F contours are advected outwards in the x-direction
as shown at t = 90.

At this stage F starts to be affected by a K-H instability that causes
a full redistribution of F, as shown at t = 103.

In this phase the spatial structure of F is dominated by the twisted

filaments of the current density which spread through.. the central

part of the magnetic island.

The contours of the vorticity U exhibit a well developed turbulent

distribution of monopolar and dipolar vortices, while those of 'ljJ re-

main regular although they pulsate in time.

The energy balance shows that part of the released magnetic energy
remains in the form of plasma kinetic energy corresponding to the

fluid vortices in the magnetic island and that an oscillatory exchange

of energy persists between the plasma kinetic energy and the electron

kinetic energy corresponding to the pulsations of the island shape.
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This turbulent evolution of the nonlinear reconnect ion process also

occurs in the non degenerate, finite electron temperature, case but

as the ratio es/ de is increased, i.e. as the electron temperature ef-
fects become more important, the onset of the K-H instability occurs

later during the island growth and its effect on the current layer

distribution becomes weaker.

For es/ de r-.J 1, no sign of a secondary instability is detectable during

the time the island takes to saturate its growth.

Conclusions

Mixing plays an important role in collisionless magnetic field line

reconnection by easing the constraints imposed by the conservation
of energy and of the generalized connections which determine the
spatial structure of the current and vorticity layers. "",

A transition occurs between laminar and turbulent mixing: the con-

trol parameter is related to the electron temperature.
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